Abstract. The integrated control technology on end-to-end business detection management heterogeneous of the terminal communication access network, is the technology which actively promote its current function while optimizing the Access Network module of communication resource management system. This paper puts forward the whole business communication management of intelligent distribution and electricity communication demand and the application of heterogeneous cross network, which provide good application support and user experience for the operation, management and decision making of all departments.
The Method of Big Data Strict Management
The method of big data strict management, which can solve problems currently faced, such as, data standard, data quality issues, meta-data management and data services, is based on the terminal communication access network platform to improve the data information management ability from the aspects of system, standard, monitoring and process. The data governance model architecture is shown as Fig.1 . (1) Standardization of data standards: Standardized management forms the basis of big data platforms, including data control system and process specification document, information definition, etc.
(2) Data relationship contextualized: the influence and blood analysis of data transfer, dependence and relationship.
(3) Data quality quantified: Manage the data quality of the big data platform comprehensively, to realize data quality check, dimensional analysis and problem tracking.
(4) Data service digitization: Provides service communication channels for business users for data platforms.
Research on the Whole Business Communication Model of Access Network
Do fully investigate on the operation of the distribution network, and the informational requirements of the future distribution network. And then the business is divided into different groups according to the different requirements of communication. And there is a comprehensive in-depth analysis study on the modeling of the network principles, methods, and verification methods, to sum up the shortage of the electric network and the future focus, which are used to build all business communication models [5] .
By analyzing the business data and data flow of the node, the communication demand of complex intelligent power distribution is studied, and the whole business communication model of intelligent configuration is constructed. The business logic diagram of terminal communication access network is shown below, as 
Research on the End-to-end Full Network Model of Backbone Network and Access Network
At present, the failure of the access network may be: terminal equipment, access network equipment or media, switch, transmission equipment or channel. Therefore, in the case of specific business failure, all aspects of the end-to-end process should be involved. Troubleshooting can be achieved through collaboration between communication professional and other business departments. By the use of communication management system, combining with the established management system of other relevant departments, such as the production and distribution system, the data base and technical conditions of the end-to-end model research have been developed.
The Whole Road Mainly Composed of PON (Including Mixed Network).
Terminal equipment←→Wireless or carrier slave equipment←→Wireless or carrier master equipment ←→ ONU equipment←→ODN/optical splitter←→OLT←→Switch←→the GE interface of backbone transmission equipment←→Backbone transmission channel←→the GE interface of Main station transmission equipment←→Switch←→Main station business system. The hybrid network of optical fiber and wireless network is shown as Fig.3 
Conclusion
The integrated control technology on End-to-end business detection management heterogeneous of the terminal communication access network is the technology which actively promotes its current function while optimizing the Access Network module of communication resource management system. In this paper, according to the requirements of relevant standards, the communication access network business management system model was constructed in general, clear and correct data format. Establish the whole business communication model, the end-to-end entire network model and the whole railway network of the communication terminal access so as to achieve end-to-end business detection management comprehensive control function of the heterogeneous applications.
